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sätze mitgeteilt. Der zweite Teil eines jeden
Wortartikels enthält die schriftsprachlichen
und/oder mundartlichen rumänischen Ent-

sprechungen sowie eine kurze Bibliographie
der wichtigsten Fachliteratur bezüglich der

etymologischen Klärung der behandelten

Lehnwörter. Auf den Seiten 166—173 befin-

det sich ein Quellenverzeichnis und eine

Abkiirzungsliste, auf den Seiten 173—177

ein Verzeichnis und eine Karte der 92

Sammelorte.
Die hohe Anzahl der Wortartikel spricht

für sich. Marton — ein ausgezeichneter
Kenner des Tschango-Dialektes und auch

des Rumänischen — hat zweifelsohne Blei-

Erkki Itkonen, Terho Itkonen, Mikko Korhonen, Pekka
Sammallahti, Lapin murteiden fonologiaa, Helsinki 1971

(Castrenianumin toimitteita 1). 110 pp.

This offset edition is the first issue of

a new series whose purpose is the accelerat-

ed publication of linguistic papers. The

edition contains five articles by four

authors concerning the phonology, or rather

the phonemic transcription, of five different

Lappish dialects. All the articles are pre-
sentations of the most essential problems
оЁ phonologization for various dialects,

originally meant tobe discussed with a

view to their subsequent unification at a

symposium of Lappologists of the Northern

Countries; the symposium did not take

place, however.

The phonology of Lappish dialects, along
with that of Livonian and Estonian, is

doubtless one of the most complicated
among the Finno-Ugric languages as well

as the rest of the world’s languages. There-

fore it is no wonder that hardly any student

of Lappish phonology has ever reached

a satisfactory level. The first exception,
and the only one before the appearance

of the collection in hand, was G. Hassel-

brink (1965) who formulated three possible
phonologizations of group harmony and

metaphonic series in Central South Lappish.
This is why the collection under review is

of extraordinary interest despite its seeming
modesty.

1. In the paper “Ehdotus norjanlapin
länsimurteiden fonemaattiseksi transkrip-
tioksi” (pp. 7—22), Pekka Sammallahti

bendes geschaffen. Wenn man bedenkt, daß
die die rumänischen Lehnwörter des Unga-
rischen behandelnde Synthese von G. Blédy
(Influenta limbii romäne asupra limbii

maghiare, Sibiu 1951) ungefähr 900 Lehn.
wôrter enthält, kann man @е große

Leistung von Marton sehen. Wir hoffen,
daß die Erforschung des T‚schango-Dialek—ä
tes erfolgreich weiterschreiten kann und dieî
Ergebnisse — wenn môglich, auch eine.

vollständige synchrone Beschreibung des
Dialektes — irgendwann erscheinen wer-

den. ;

JENO KISS (Budapest—Gôttingen)

deals with the transcription for western

dialects of Norwegian Lappish, devoting
most of his attention to the vowel system,

Sammallahti holds that short vowels

manifest weak vowel phonemes /u o a e i
For long monophthongs and diphthongs
Sammallahti points out three cases of

complementary distribution in the following
order: 1) between the long monophthongs
u, 0, e, i and the long diphthongs uo, og,

ed, ie (monophthongs occur for e or o in

the 2nd syllable whereas long diphthongs
occur for i, &, a, @ т the 2nd syllable),
therefore they are transcribed as /U О А

E 1/; 2) between long diphthongs and hall-

long diphthongs (such as üo) (a long
diphthong is followed by a weak consonant

and is not followed by the symbol !

designating a suprasegmental unit which

entails the half-length of a diphthong
whereas a half-long diphthong is followed

by the symbol | and a weak consonant);

3) between long diphthongs and short

diphthongs (such as #d) (a short diphthong

is followed by a strong consonant). CL

JkUlkah| = kuolG6aht ’hairs’ : JuU'lkAn]

=— vüolccàèn ’[l] am going'; /vULklhj =

vüd-läciht ‘to go’. The phonologization of

the different durations of a may be

illustrated by the following example:

allü = [aLlu/ ’let us not (dual)’ : édlleht

https://doi.org/10.3176/lu.1974.2.11
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= /Calleh/ ’to write' (an allegro form) :
ба — JéA\LUh] ‘writers’ : éallint =

JéALITh] ю write. Sammallahti leaves

open the question how oppositions like

cagcäht ’your support’ : caccèht ’your

support (gen. & acc. sg.)’ : caccäht
’[you] support’ should be transcribed.

Accepting the suprasegmental unit of

duration, /7/, the last two words may be

written as /cakkAh/ and /cakkAh/. It is

not clear, however, whether it is better to

transcribe the first word as /caklkßAh/ ог

as /cak'kAh/ (or, rendering strong con-

sonants by capital letters instead of the

symbol ! which when applied after a

consonant indicates that the preceding

consonant is strong, as /caKkAh/ or

{caKkAh/).

On the whole, Sammallahti's phono-
logization may be considered correct. More-

over, such transcription may probably be

used even. for the description of. mor-

phology. And yet it is not the only
possible phonologization (apart from those

possibilities which, upon some reflection

were abandoned by the author himself) and

not even an entirely economical one.

To begin with, there is nothing to prevent
us from taking into account the comple-
mentary distribution between short, half-

long and long diphthongs in the first

order and from accepting the diphthongs
(i. e. sequences of vowel phonemes) /uo
oa ea ie/; note that à in eà — /ea/ can be

explained by assimilation. In that case

complementary distribution between long
monophthongs and diphthongs will be out

of the question, and in addition to

sequences of two different vowels we shall

flave sequences of two similar vowels /uu
00 aa ee #/. The psychological reality of

this solution can be proved by the

existence of the so-called acculturized
idiolects mentioned by Sammallahti (p. 14)
where the allegro forms with half-long
diphthongs are lacking, i. e. in tiede, ij
ale are used instead of in tiede ' do not

know', ij éâle 'he does not write'.

Having thus eliminated strong vowels,

it is logical to try to get rid of strong
consonants as well. For this purpose it is

expedient to follow the mechanics applied
in Estonian phonology: the strong grade

of a long syllable is treated as an effect
of a syllable accent (Viitso 1962). This
accent is called here the grave accent

and transcribed as // at the beginning of

the syllable, although it is the final
consonant of the syllable that is lengthened
due to the syllabic accent (of course a

stroke ! known already from Nielsen's

orthography could also be used instead

of the grave accent). The shortening of

long monophthongs and diphthongs in

allegro forms is then regarded as an effect

of the acute accent /'/; the rest of the

allegro phenomenaare phoneme alternations.

And this is enough to solve, in general
outline, the problems of quantity in the

Ist syllable. Nevertheless, the transcription
of consonants still remains tobe clarified.
We shall come closest to Sammallahti’s

phonologization transcribing kuolaçaht =

/kuolkaht/ (if a phonemic orthography is

attempted which would overlook some

dialectal differences, one could write with

Sammallahti /h/ instead of /ht/): vüolGGän

['vuolkaan/, айй = |Jallu/, Zalleht =

l'éalleht] : Edlliht = [laalliiht]; caggaht =

[cakkaaht/ : caGGaht = [cakkaaht| :
caôGa‘ht = [cakaaht/ (cf. the same words

in Sammallahti’s transcription above). For

this transcription -G- in words like nacir

'sleep’ is Ю0 be regarded as the phoneme
/g/ different from the phoneme /k/. On the
other hand, е dialects examined by
Sammallahti and the one examined in the

next article stand comparatively close.
Therefore it is worth checking whether
Phonologization II presented in our Table 1

or some particular version of it could be

used here. If so, we ought 10 have, e, g,

caGGdht as /caggaht/ or, as an extreme

case, /cagaht/ whereas in the word naGir

-G- = /g/;( the above examples illustrate

a solution inevitably slightly different from

Phonologization 111 of the same Table.

The following papers differ from Sam-
mallahti's synchronical description by
frequent references to historical phonetics;
the latter has often become even the

starting-point of the description. They have

also accepted the good tradition in Lappo-
logy of dividing consonants into x-, xx-

and xy-series; i. e. into single consonants,
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geminate consonants and clusters of

different consonants. In the following,

moreover, it is expedient to accept also

the notations 3 as a general symbol for

any vowel and w 3 as a symbol for any

diphthong.
2. Terho Itkonen’s article “Itäruijalapin

foneemianalyysin pulmia Outakosken mur-

teen valossa” (pp. 23—41) deals above all

with the problems of the consonant system
in the Outakoski subdialect of the Finn-

mark dialect of Norwegian Lappish, and is

am ideally comprehensive survey. The dialect

has aspirated stops along with unaspirated

ones, and, as another peculiarity, also

voiceless sonorants.

The phonologization preferred by T. It-

konen is briefly as follows. Word-initially
there occur unaspirated /p £ k c ë/ and

aspirated /p‘ t* k‘/. On the boundary of

the Ist and the 2nd syllables the quantity
and quality of stops, affricates, sonorants

and /s/ depends on the grade, strong or

weak, and also on the environment: cf.

our Table 1 where the position of con-

sonants in a given environment is indicated

by .

Although T. Itkonen considers as many

as four conceivable phonologizations and

in addition a few minor possibilities, there

are at least two phonologizations which

are more appropriate than the one pre-
ferred by him (cf. Phonologization I in

Table 1).

First, a compromise is practicable between
Nielsen’s orthography and the treatment
of the strong grade as I presented it in
connection with Sammallahti’s paper. If
the aspirated and unaspirated phonemes
really are phonemes, in which case

probably tense and lax phonemes, those
phonemes must have a similar graphical
representation both word-initially and word-
internally. True enough, T. Itkonen als
considered the possibility of designating
them uniquely in all positions, yet he was
scared off by the cluster sk whose inter

pretation as /sg/ would indeed be strange
but this proves unnecessary. As for

assimilations of the type kia‘ros Ruvdis

‘in the empty hut’ (k- — k-) countes-

balancing cases where assimilation is

impossible, cf. küäa‘ros k‘irehk'u's ’in the

empty churah’, it seems that the reason

why the word boundary signalled by
k“- is preserved is the single vowel fallow-

ing the latter. (By the way, if this be %

it is an argument against the tradition oi

equalization of monophthongs and

diphthongs in Lappology.) Thus th

phonemes /b d g 3 3/ can be postulated
on the one hand and /p ? & c õ/ on the

other. Then word-internal consonants may

be regarded as in Phonologization II d

Table 1: the quantitiy of consonant clusters

and geminates in the types la, 2a, &

Table !

C. cluster VO‘Ea“C-
Type environ- I Ц

-
-| ment-A
unasp-edl asp-ed unasp-ed‘ asp-ed lax l tense |

la šG — i glg } 12
h -

h'k
p| o } :

2—3 | RR gg Uhk | \re | Uhk
c GG Ю`& 35 | kk Wk J |d GG

hk® _3 kk hk . |
2a 12G h" j k Пя l

b IGG Lkk _3 Ikk Ihkk— ıkk | 1€ IR Ik Ihk

c lôa Lk
— Ik Ihk — ık '3a sk | sk

b | k ‹ _3 | sk | |]$k | |st
с sk | _3 sk | l | I |
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and with tense consonants also in the

type Ib, is conditioned by the grave accent.

Secondly, the initial aspirated stops can

be regarded as clusters /ph th kh/. Then

internal clusters and geminates can be

treated as in Phonologization 111 of Table

1, with the grave accent having the same

role as in Phonologization 11. In order

to find out whether Phonologization
II or 111 is better suited for the given
dialect, one must know the actual environ-

ments and morphologic context conditioned

alternations for all consonants and all

types of consonant clusters. At this moment

it is also an open question whether Pho-

nologization II allows us to avoid

establishing in the Outakoski subdialect

stops different from the phonemes /p ¢ k/

— a need which arose in dialects considered

by Sammallahti.

Besides, the conception of the grave

syllable accent gives a clear-cut answer

to T. Itkonen’s question about how the

sounds і’ 1:1 — ff' i w — U, as the first

components of syllable final consonant

clusters, should be interpreted: since they
occur at the end of a syllable marked with

the grave accent, on the strength of the

definition of the grave accent they are

consonants, and hence they represent the

phonemes /j/ and /v/. Then there is no

reason for establishing them as vowels in

the weak grade and thus setting up an

alternation of /j/ and /v/ with vowels.

Some problems concerning the vowel

system are also considered in the article.

The presentation of this material is not

fully satisfactory, however. Thus it remains

obscure to what extent those first com-

ponents of compounds with an apocopated
vowel where, according to T. Itkonen, the

а апа 4 of the Ist syllable seem tobe

different phonemes are not directly derivable

@ the speaker’s mind from the normal

forms with no apocope. It also remains

obscure what are the “extensible” (veny-
väf) and “unextensible” (venymättömät)
vowels, what differentiates the diphthong
ij from the “extensible” phoneme /i/, and

what actually is the fundamental difference

between the same diphthong ë and the

diphthong ui or ui‘ (p. 33). The treatment

of allegro phenomena, too, is perhaps
comprehensible only to a reader well

acquainted with the subdialect of Outa-
koski. For others the Table given on p. 38

appears insuperable. (It is clear enough

that eä, oa, ua must be éà, éa*, üa“, but

what are je — fe, uv,ie, uo ~ u0

supposed tobe?

3. Erkki Itkonen, in the first of his

papers, “Ehdotus inarinlapin fonemaatti-
seksi transkriptioksi” (pp. 43—67), examines
the Inari dialect о East Lappish the

quantity system of which is very complicat-
ed even for Lappish dialects.

E. Itkonen accepts as phonemes two

kinds of monophthongs and diphthongs,
viz, short and long, cf. /i/ Y Jië] : Jie/;
throughout, only those that are long
phonetically have been considered as long.
Phonological guality distinctions — аге

postulated between e : £ and ä : a both

for the short and the long vowels in

monosyllables; elsewhere the members of

either pair are allophones of the same

phoneme, provided they have equal length

(¢ in monosyllables is transcribed phone-

mically as either /æ/ or /šz/). A conspicuous
vowel of the non-first syllable is /ä/
because it never occurs in the first syllable
and lacks a long counterpart. In the x-

and xx-series of consenants three degrees

of quantity are distinguished, /x/ : /x|:
/xx/, whereas in the xy series there are

two, /xy/ : /x'y/; ме are left in the dark

as to what are // and //. In order to

explain the difference between the patterns

3x3x and 3x3x, cf. panéh '[you] probably

spin’ : pdnéh ’teeth’, the concept of

secondary stress is used (transcribed by

E. Itkonen as /-/, thus /päne-h/ : /pänehl.
It is also the secondary stress that causes

such types as exemplified by the words

viv vêtis— [vivästi-s] ’îfrom his son-in-law’,

kä‘lustis = |kälusti-s/ ’in his skull’, cf.

vivost = [vivä-st/ 'from the son-in-law’;

kdllust = |kalu-st/ ‘in the skull’. The

secondary stress of the 2nd syllable is the

only differentiator in pairs like /kieläs/

(= kielvs) 'keel' : /kield-s/ ’his tongue

(gen. & part. sg.)’.
In general, E. Itkonen's approach is

wholly satisfactory. Moreover, the reader’s

attention is drawn to many subtle points
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of different subdialects, and the history of

the vowel system is presented. However,

the historical view has hindered the author

from establishing a still better phono-
logization, and all the more so because

the historical reconstructions are far from

phonological. Thus E. Itkonen discards the

possibility of interpreting the half-long and

underlong vowels а$ long ones, e g.

pinéh = |pänëh/, kälustis — |kälusti-s/
(pp. 61—62), since this would destroy the

habitual idea of the three quantity degrees
for single consonants and two quantity
degrees for consonant clusters developed
from Proto-Lappish. True, E. Itkonen con-

sidered this possibility only in connection

with the possibility of eliminating the

symbol /V from the strong (or the long
as he calls it) grade of the xy-series,
instead of trying to find a uniform solu-

tion for the xx- and xy-series and even for

the x-series.

The reader cannot help doubting the

phonemic status of /e/ and /æ/ as well as

[ё/ апа /&Ë/ as there are no examples to

show their occurrence before the same

consonant. This is likewise true of [à] and

[ä] in all their durations. The most

weighty argument for postulating their

phonemic status seems tobe the occurrence

in East Inari of cases like täip 'into them',

täin ‘with this’ vs. täiD ‘them (part. pl.)’,

гаіп ’in them, from them’. Yet even here

it is not the position of à : ä (or d:à)
which is the same, but that of di and äöä

which allows us to state that in the first

case we have /dd/, whereas in the other

case we have /ä/, apparently before /j/.
And if the phonetically long, half-long and

underlong monophthongs, except à in the

combination 3x3 and all diphthongs are

considered as combinations of two vowel

phonemes, E. Itkonen’s /de/ has tobe

written as /ue/, since /ü/ is not present in

the list of single vowels and there is a

vacant place for /ue/ in the list of

diphthongs.

Of special interest is the status of the

phoneme /ä/ which depending on iits

environment has the allophones 4 ~ —

д — a. Moreover, note that Е. Itkonen

hesitates whether one should write /ä/ or

/a/ before /h/ in kü‘Zgh — küZah ’cows

(p. 51). The already mentioned uniqueness
о! /d/ makes one think that this is not
a case of the neutralization of /ä/ and
/a/ before /h/: /ä/ and /a/ are rather the

same phoneme. The possibility of integrating
Jd| and /a/ is suggested by such stem

ialternations —most probably with m

phonological vowel alternation in the 2M

syllable —as arGA : äraa ’week-day
(nom. sg. : gen. sg.)" (according t
E. Itkonen, /arlgä : därgäl), cf. аlO

kudlss ] : kyals; 'merganser (nom. sg.:
gen. & асс. sg.)' (/kddl'si : koalsil),

fšuihe : tšüine 'behind, bum (nom. sg.:
gen. & acc. sg.)’ etc. For /a/, on the othe

hand, there seem tobe no alternations
like that for /e/ in kolle : kolé ’gold (nom.

sg. : gen. & acc. sg.)' (/kolle : kolé |in

E. Itkonen’s phonologization). Thus /a/ is

a kind of unique case, which again is an

argument against the phonemic status of

/d] апа /a/. The only argument really
adduced in E. Itkonen's paper for /ä/: /d
15 the pair pallvd’to tolerate cold’ : pallat

'to escape’. In the .absence of more con

vincing arguments, /d/ and /a/ can indeel

be integrated, giving the secondary stres

а$ an explanation for the 2nd syllable6
in cases like pallad. Considering the graw

accent tobe connnected with the xx- and

Xÿy-series of Inari Lappish and designating
the secondary stress by the symbol /,/ at

the beginning of the corresponding syllable
the pair in question could be treated as

/‘palladô/ : |‘pallaë/. But on the whole, the

joinability of /à/ and /a/ as well as the
best phonologization of Inari Lappish in

general can only be ascertained айа

a scrutiny of occurrences of different

allophones iin all the structural types, o

rather quantity patterns, established by
E. Ttkonen (1946).

4. Mikko Korhonen in his article “Ehde
tus koltanlapin Suonikylän (nyk. Sevetti
järven) murteen fonemaattiseksi trans

kriptioksi” (pp. 69—86) examines the Suc

nikylä subdialect of Skolt Lappish. Mets

phony, contraction and some other develop
ments have caused a great number d

morphological alternations in this verna

cular. As Korhonen has said elsewher
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(1969: 274), they are probably more

numerous here than in any Lappish sub-

dialect.

Like the other authors of the collection

reviewed, Korhonen regards both mono-

phthongs and diphthongs as phonemes. In

the first syllable both monophthongs and

diphthongs may be phonemically short or

long, thus making up four series of

phonemes: /3/, [3/, /@3/ and /w3 In non-

first syllables three (!) degrees of quantity

must be taken into account, viz. the 3-,

3 and 3 — 3-series; cf. sà{ËBE ’door

bolt' : sa /BBe '[they] stick the needle into

the cloth’ : sgjäßg_ 'to lock, to close’. The

overshont vowel is reported tobe always
unstressed whereas the short and the long

ones — always stressed. From this the

problem is derived whether the presented
triplet should be rendered 1) by indicating
the stressed short vowel of the non-first

syllable: [sd’lbe : sd’lbe- : sa’lbéf, 2) by
indicating the unstressed vowel of the

non-first syllable: /sd’lbe® : sd’lbe : sd’lbe/

or 3) by indicating the overshort unstressed

vowel: [sd’lbé ; sd’lbe : sd’lbe/. Korhonen

thinks the first possibility is the most

correct, but he uses the third one. As for

consonants, Korhonen finds that a quantity
correlation exists between the x- and the

xx-series. Although it is not clear whether

a certain /xx/ is a separate phoneme or

a combination of phonemes, the transcrip-
tion for consonants is quite elegant: the

XX-, xx- and Xx-series are derived from

Jxx/, the x- and x-series from /x/, and the

îÿ-, )Ëyy-, iÿy— and xy-series from /xy/.
But this transcription is an automatic

consequence of е far from elegant
conception of the four vowel series.

The outlines of Korhonen's phonologiza-
tion will have been rendered completely
when we add that suprasegmental palata-
lization operates in the given subdialect.

It is designated by /// aîter the vowel of

the stressed syllable, and it shifts the

vowel frontward and/or upward. The

following dental or velar consonant may

also become coronalized. Such palataliza-
ton is caused by the front vowel of the

following unstressed syllable, which has

generally retained its frontness, but which

may sometimes have ‚disappeared. Due to

D-contraction a palatalized stressed syllable
may nowadays be followed even by a

‘syllable containing a back vowel. So owing
to vowel elision palatalization is inde-

pendent of the quality of the vowel of the

following syllable, and Korhonen’s con-

ception of palatalization is on the whole

justified.
While the general principles of Korho-

nen’s phonologization are fully correct

despite a certain lack of elegance, the

same cannot be said about the details.

The diagram representing the mono-

phthong system for the Ist syllable (where,
curiously enough, the postulated division

of monophthongs into short and long ones

is ignored) shows immediately that no

attempt whatever has been made to classify
the vowels:

i u

Q

e e 0

a ä

a a

Here the vowels /g à à a/ have nothing т

common with the rest of the vowels. Yet
when it is considered that the vowel

alternation /i/ — /e/ can be understood

as an alternation of a high front vowel

with a mid front vowel, and the alterna-

tion /u/ — Jo/ — |O/ (O does not occur

in the speech of the younger generation)
as one of a high, a higher mid and a lower

mid labial back vowel, then the

character of the alternations /e/ — /‘Ï-/
and /o/ — /à/ will remain incomprehen-
sible. It seems that the vowel system of

Suonikylä can be presented as follows:

i u i É U .

0 Q

e e o or rather e € o

ä a a à a à

a

As for the diphthongs of Suonikylä,

listed by Korhonen as Jie ie ie e eä oa

ue u& uo uO/ (leand up do not occur in

the speech of some voung people), their

identification as vowel combinations is

impossible on the basis of the data present-
ed by Korhonen. What is presented is
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a list of allophones with a brief characte-
rization of the conditions in which they
occur and a Table showing the Proto-

Lappish counterparts of the present mono-

phthongs and diphthongs of the Ist syllable
for each Proto-Lappish vowel of the 2nd

syllable, but there are no data of all as

to which phonetic monophthongs and

diphthongs of the Ist syllable and which

phonetic monophthongs of the 2nd syllable
can co-occur in the same word. Since the

vowels of the Suonikvlä subdialect as

given by Korhonen differ significantly from

those presented by previous authors (cf.
E. Itkonen 1939, 1946; T. I. Itkonen 1958),
the reader is of necessity left with another

problem: who has described the older vowel

system more correctly, Korhonen or the

earlier investigators?

In the presentation of the vowels of the
2nd syllable, suspicions arise about the

unique vowel cross (p. 79):

{

e ¢ o

a

a

Further, we find that the quality of the

allophones of the short’/i/ and /a/ depends
on whether the preceding syllable is

palatalized or not, whereas the quality of

the allophones оЁ /е ¢ o ¢3/ depends in

the first place on the palatalization (rather
coronalization) of the following consonant,
at the same time the Ist syllable being

unpalatalized before /e 0 tž/ and as a rule

palatalized before /e/. Obviously such

sounds have been integrated here into one

phoneme as by no means belong together.

i, Li - following a non-palatalized Ist

syllable are allophones of some back

vowel; it seems that they can be associated

with the allophones of Korhonen’s /¢ /, but

the material is too scanty to warrant a

final decision. The ¢ sound occurring after

à palatalized Ist syllable and classified by
Korhonen as an allophone of /a/ seems

to be /à/; however, the contrast of that

jäi to /e/ needs to be checked carefully.
Korhonen’s /o/ with the allophones u —

O — Qand u is, in view of its influence

on the vowels of the Ist syllable, most

likely /u/. Thus the single vowels occurring

in the second syllable seem to be the
following:

i e u i ii u
e a or rather e €

à a ä a

If this system is correct — the touchstone

being Z, 4! — еп the suprasegmental

palatalization in noncontracted forms is

unnecessary. If I understand Korhonen

(pp. 84—85) correctly, syncope and

apocope are facultative unidirectional pro-

cesses (it would be inconceivable to add

a vowel to a word-final consonant or to

insert it in a consonant cluster), and hence

the syncopated or apocopated forms are to

be presented in the phonemic transcription
in their normal shape (Korhonen thinks

it necessary to indicate syncope in

transcription (p. 85)). The necessity of

denoting palatalization in contracted forms

will be an open question until the sysiem
of diphthongs has been established. It is

not impossible that, e. g., the retracted

allophone of Korhonen’s Jie/ (/ie/ of the

younger generation) may and must be

regarded as the combination /ie/, etc. Then

wherever in such a case Korhonen’s phono-
logization sees the incongruence of the

allophones of the front vowels of the

Ist and the 2nd syllable (cf. nigyyim '[

dreamed’) there would be vowel phone-
mes differing in frontness and backness

in the Ist and the 2nd syllable. And the

absence of metaphonic assimilation would

in that case be explained by the secondary

stress on the 2nd syllable: the D-contrac-

tion has namely taken place before a

non-initial syllable containing 3, ¥, 3x %

3x (ci. E. Itkonen 1946:194—196) which

can only occur in a stressed syllable. This

explanation involves a certain amount ol

suspicion even about the best of Korho-

nen's interpretations concerning the three

guantity degrees of the vowels of non-first

syllables. It is obviously beyond doubt that

in the last member of the triplet SaIBBE:
sälßße : sälBBè the 2nd syllable carries

secondary stress and that e — /ee/. In

view of the vowels of the first syllable
it is incorrect to indicate the overshortness

of the 2nd syllable vowel; the indication
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of an unstressed syllable is incorrect even

pecause the unstressed syllable is unmarked

by its nature. Furthermore, considering the

possibility which Korhonen regards the

most appropriate, viz. that of indicating

a stress on the short vowel of the non-

initial syllable, one is forced to ask on

what basis a short € can be regarded а5

stressed. There are no purely formal criteria

to refute this: it is a notational trick. For

lack of formal criteria, one has to agree

about one thing when giving preference
to one or other of a number of formally
conceivable interpretations: the preferable
interpretation must be good for something,
i e. it has to explain as many things as

possible. Korhonen’s first explanation which

he himself regarded as the most correct

one (without applying it in practice, how-

ever) fails to explain these two phenomena:

1) why in cases of the sälßße type (i. e.

in cases where the 2nd syllable, under the

postulated secondary stress, contains the

3-series) vowels of the Ist syllable make

no exception from the metaphonic assimila-

tion rule; and 2) why is it the only type

with stressed syllables ending in 3? There-

fore one has to conclude that Korhonen’s

classificatory claim about the 2nd syllables

ending in 3 being stressed is erroneous.

Thus it remains to declare that the vowels

of similar quality but of different quantity
in non-first syllables for which the contrast

of the 3- and 3-series is the case, represent

B/ and 33/, respectively, the syllable being

unstressed. For vowels with no contrast

of 3- and 3-series the phonological inter-

pretation will be provided by morphological
considerations. `

Korhonen’s presentation of consonant

phonemes and their allophones is regret-

tably cursory covering but one page; this

is not sufficient to obtain even a superficial
idea of them.

5. Erkki Itkonen’s second article, “Eh-

dotus kildininlapin Songujn murteen fone-

maattiseksi transkriptioksi” (pp. 87—110)
is devoted to the Songuj subdialect of the

Kildin dialect of Kola Lappish spoken in

the Soviet Union.

Here, too, both short and long mono-

phthongs and diphthongs are regarded as

separate phonemes, the vowel ‘system being
the following

i—li и — й

е—ё о — ©

аà— à

a — à a—a
ö

— ie йё — ие

ëd — ed ба — оа

In the 2nd syllable, not counting vowels
which happen to be there as a result of

contraction, the vowels /e a &/ occur; the

phonetic value of /é/ is 2. Thus the 2nd

syllable involves two vowel phonemes that

do not occur in the Ist syllable. It is also

worth noting that phonemes /i ¢ adou
ë à 0 ü/ in the Ist syllable and /ea/ in

the 2nd syllable have front and back

allophones, and the choice between a front
and a back allophone in the Ist syllable
is conditioned by the allophone in the 2nd

syllable, the allophones in both syllables
being unidirectional. Besides, the consonants

occurring between front allophones may be

palatalized or coronalized depending on

their quality. For /é/ in the 2nd syllable,
the front and back allophones of the vowels
юЁ the Ist syllable seem not to depend
on /ë/. To explain the front vowels in the
Ist syllable and the positional coronalization
of consonants, E. Itkonen has used supra-

segmental palatalization as was done also

by Korhonen in the preceding paper, indica-

ting it by the symbol [/ after the vowel.

In E. Itkonen’s table of consonants there

are 32 consonant phonemes. In order to
get a picture of the occurrence of phonetic
single consonants, geminates and clusters
of different consonants cf. Table 2 below

where -+ denotes the occurrence of a

consonant or a combination in disyllables
and where data about the 2nd syllable are

presented only when they affect the quality
of preceding consonants.

Table 2

Following a vowel of the Ist syllable
x xx XYXY TYXYX xx TX

we
F +F+++

l;e 03 ++++

syllable | ? |* 7 ++ ; l5

mthe ETE|
2nd 3x 3 3x 3

syllable
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Here all geminates and clusters of different

consonants with a long or a half-long first

component (thus including )Ёу but excluding

x‘y and xy) are regarded as being in the

strong grade in E. Itkonen’s phonologiza-
tion; the strong grade is indicated by the

symbol of half-length above the consonant.

Geminates and clusters with a short first

component are in the weak grade. The

weak grade is not specially indicated. It

is noteworthy that in the Songuj subdialect

the strong and the weak grade are

distinguished even in monosyllables,
although weak and strong forms have

equal duration. Thus according to E. It-

konen the weak-grade §i-e§ bird-snare

(gen. sg.)' differs from strong-grade Sies
'bird-snare (nom. sg.)’ by the focussing of

the syllable stress on the first component
of the diphthong. E. Itkonen’s informant

claimed that he could discriminate between

the strong and the weak grade even in

words containing a short vowel such as

kol 'gold (nom. and gen. sg.)’, which

E. Itkonen was unable to prove (30 years

ago). E. Itkonen considers a probability of

different intensity patterns here.

Extending the above treatment of

diphthongs and long monophthongs as

sequences of two vowels to this subdialect,

we meet the problem whether to interpret

the xy‘- and xÿ-series as pairs /xy/ in the

weak grade or, unlike E. Itkonen, as

triplets /xyy/ in the strong grade. How-

ever, because of morphological considera-

tions, E. Itkonen’s interpretation is the

correct one. Now, in order to distinguish
the weak and the strong grade, the strong
grade is treated as an effect of the grave

accent even here and also in cases like

Sies.

Although E. Itkonen’s approach to the

vowel system can be considered entirely
correct, a few interesting possibilities of

re-phonologization should still be mentioned.

The first of them concerns only the

status of E. Itkonen’s /ë/ —. As has been

stated, with this vowel the palatalization
of the preceding syllable is unpredictable.
In addition, E. Itkonen’s (1946:220, 231—

234, 238—239, 251) material shows that 2

occurs in the 2nd syllable before xy or

word-finally only when preceded by 3x

or 3x with x being either a sonorant or v,

d, p. But even here there are aberrant cases:

cf. mEn? ’go!” and ân ’askl. The only
words where 3x or 8x are never followed

by # word-finally (although x is a sono-

rant) are personal and demonstrative

pronouns, i. e. very strictly limited class

of words. Hence a phonologization is

possible which would regard ? а$ an

aphonemic epenthetic vowel. But if one

prefers to remain within the framework of

so-called classical phonology, 2 is to be

regarded as a phoneme, designated as /¢,
as is done by E. Itkonen, or, e. @., а$ /al.

The other possibility is closely related to

a gap in E. Itkonen’s paper. Namely, one

might have expected to see some proof
that, first, the front allophone of /i/L (or

Ё), occurs in the same environment as /i,
and second, that the back allophone of ji/
e, occurs in the same environment as /i.
The point is that the uniqueness of /i/ on

the one hand, and the system of long
monophthongs and diphthongs as well as

the vowels of the 2nd syllable on the other,
suggest that the following vowel phonemes
and phoneme sequences occur in the ]st

syllable.

i u И uu ie ue

e o e 00 ea oa

€ 2 ee 22

a ä aa ад

Besides /i/, this system differs from E. It-

konen’s in that /e/ =£ž, @ (а occurs in the

single case of /ee/— 2) and /a/=a; the

phonemes /e € ä o/ correspond to E. Itko-

nen’s /gva a à/. 1f E. Itkonen's /i/ and /i,

cannot be integrated, the system just
presented obviously belongs to the recenlä
past. |

E. Itkonen’s consonant system also seems

capable of some simplification. Taking into

account that 1) /b d 3š g/ never occur

at the beginning of a word, 2) /bb dd 33

33 gg/ = Bp Dt pts Dts Gk, 3) |pp #

cc öö kk) = ’pp°tt ’tts ’fts >kk and 4) the

consonants /v ! r/ have voiceless counter-
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parts /V L R/, it seems that /b d 3 3 g/

can be integrated with the phonemes /p f

c & k/, so E. Itkonen’s /bb dd 33 šš gg/
and /pp й сс öö kk/ will be written as

jpp й сс öö kk/ and /hp ht hc hé hk/,

respectively, and /V L R/ as /hv hl hri
unless they follow a voiceless consonant

where they are /u [ r/. In addition, /p/
and /x/ can apparently be integrated into

the phoneme /h/, and /z Z/ can be integrat-
ed with the phonemes /s §/. The status of

# апа /x'/ reguires further checking.
*

Summing up, it may be said that this

slim collection of papers is and will remain
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TIIT-REIN VIITSO (Tartu)

кроме представления в уральском языко-

BOM дереве (стр. 301) — единственном

примере разветвления языковых семей,

данные из всех финно-угорских языков,

KpoMe мансийского, использованы в при-

Mepax, причем — финский —H3hx — более

50 раз, саамский около 25, эстонский око-

ло 15 раз.

Наилучшее представление о содержа-
нии книги дает её оглавление: (в скобках

указывается количество страниц): Часть 1

Фон: Генетическая лингвистика в отноше-

нии к общей лингвистике и родственным

дисциплинам: 1. Язык и лингвистика (28).
2. Письмо и язык (16). 3. Лингвистиче-

ская вариантность(8). Часть П: Историче-
ская лингвистика: Как язык изменяется?:

4. Звуковое изменение (31). 5. Граммати-
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